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EQ - 
Educational Quotient Environmental Quotient
Emotional Quotient Essential Quotient
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61. Which of the below source is i nfavour of cognitivists
ideology
1. Beowulf 2. The language of the crib
3. The Canterbury tale begins (1387)
4. The paliament of Fouls

62. Two basic elements of spoken language are
1. clarity and fluency 2. Ambignity and fluency
3. glibness and ambignity 4. creole and clarity

63. Which of the below is a bad-habit of reading
1. finger-pointing
2. going back and forth in reading
3. sub-vocalization 4. above all

64. Which of the below should be done only in side the
educational bowl
1. loud reading 2. scaffold reading
3. graphic reading 4. organic reading

65. When the readers want to review and then choose
the relevant information, and discard the irrelevent
information, which of the below should be done
1. skipping 2. skimming
3. scanning 4. intensive reading

66. Which of the below strategy is helpful to the teacher
to develop ‘Reading’ skill among children
1. cloze passage 2. jumbled reading
3.story books 4. above all
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67. Which of the below can’t be one sided
1. Role play 2. Communication
3. Dictation 4. Above all

68. Chirstians go to church ......... every sunday
1. on 2. in
3. at 4. No preposition

69. He is ......... man of the hour
1. No article 2. the
3. a 4. an

70. Which of the below is larger than a word but it is part
of a clause
1. gerund 2. phrase
3. concord 4. predicate

71. “A bird in the hand is worth two in the bush”- the
adjective phrase in the sentence is
A. A bird B. in the hand
C. in the bush D. is worth to
1. A&B only 2. B&C only
3. C&D only 4. A,B,C&D

72. “He is well” - qualent in meaning of this sentence is
1. He has sound body 2. He is in good health
3. He is in troubles
4. He is an established person

73. “Keep him at arm’s length” - Adverb phrase in the
sentence is
1. arm’s length 2. keep him
3. at arm’s length 4. length

74. “Go away”- equalent meaning of this imparitive is
1. go apart 2. far away
3. go to a distance 4. move near

75. In his preparation plan-every thing is at sixes and sev-
ens which of the below adjective phrase was placed
in the above
1. his preparation plan 2. everything is
3. at sixes and sevens 4. In his preparation plan

76. Supply a noun phrase to “......... is not easy”
1. This problem 2. Fighting
3. Competing with usha4. Give up smok

77. He got a post amidst many difficulties: the underlined
part is
1. Adjective phrase 2. Adverb phrase
3. Noun phrase 4. Idiom

78. Mr. Jayaprakash Narayan, an M.L.A of kukatpally
is a man of wonderful patience: The underlined part is
1. Adjective phrase 2. Adverb phrase
3. Noun phrase 4. None

79. “People who live in glass houses should not throw
stones”

       In the above adjective clause “who live in glass
houses” qualifies
1. people 2. glass houses
3. stones 4. houses

80. people who eat too much die early-which of the be-
low gives exact sense
1. people eating too much die early
2. people ate too much to die early
3. people eat too much die early
4. poeple are eating too much to die early

81. “I passed the examination. I informed my father of it”
The above sentences can also be written as
1. I passed the examination that was informed to my
father
2. I informed my father that I had passed the exami-
nation
3. I was informed by my father that I had passed
4. Above all

82. The city was flooded. The rain was excessive
1. The rain was excessive because the city was
flooded
2. The city was flooded but the rain was excessive
3. The city was flooded because the rain was exces-
sive
4. Above all

83. He is rich. He is not happy
1. Because of his richness he is happy
2. Though he is rich, he is not happy
3. Although he is rich, he is happy
4. Because of his poorness, he is happy

84. Think twice: otherwise do not speak
1. Think trice orelse do not speak
2. Think twice orelse do not speak
3. Think twice before you speak
4. If you are not able to think, be calm
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85. I cannot come. Iam unwell
1. I can come it Iam well
2. I can come unless Iam well
3. I can not come since Iam unwell
4. I can not come since Iam well

86. I visit him often. This he likes
1. He likes my visiting him often
2. Due to interest I visited often
3. He doesn’t like my visiting
4. He never invited me

87. He has three daughters. He must get then married
1. For marriage sake he became a father
2. For marriage sake he required fatherhood
3. He has three daughters to get married
4. None

88. He lost his health. This added to his difficulties
1. He lost his wealth due to his health
2. To add to his difficulties he lost his health
3. His difficulties were doubled due to his ill health
4. He kicked the bucket due to ill health

89. Julius caesar was declared to be a usurper. Brutus
declared this
1. Brutus declared that Julius ceasar was a usurper
2. Brutus declared ceaser to be a usurper
3. Brutus declared ceaser that he became a usurper
4. Brutus and cassius declared ceaser to become
usurper

90. He escaped, This was lucky for him
1. Luckily, he escaped
2. Due to luck he was no more
3. Inspite of his luck he was saved
4. The way he saved is a lucky to him
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